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Resumen

Este artículo describe las funcionalidades de Sympa, un gestor de listas de correo desarrollado por el CRU, una agencia que presta servicios a las instituciones académicas francesas. La descripción de Sympa se centra esencialmente en las necesidades específicas del entorno universitario y en cómo Sympa puede satisfacerlas. Muchas de estas necesidades requieren una buena interacción con el middleware instalado en los sistemas de la universidad, como directorios LDAP, portales Web y sistemas de single sign-on. Sympa es capaz de interaccionar con estos servicios a diferentes niveles: autenticación y autorización de usuarios, definición dinámica de listas, definición de grupos e integración de servicios
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Summary

The article describes functionalities of Sympa, a mailing list software, developed by the CRU, an agency working for French higher education institutions. The description of Sympa highly focuses on universities specific needs and how the mailing list software fulfils them. Most of these needs require interaction with a university middleware; this includes the LDAP directory, a web portal, Single Sign-On systems. Sympa interacts with these services at different levels: user authentication and authorization, mailing lists definition, groups definition, service integration.
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1.- Introduction

Mailing lists belong to the family of underlying Internet services that did not evolve much since the beginning of Internet services. Most popular mailing list software concentrate on basic features (subscribe, unsubscribe, distribute messages, digest delivery mode) and did not follow new user needs for better integrated groupware like Yahoo! Groups did. Nowadays, mailing list users request for a powerful web interface as a universal portal to the mailing list service. Because universities concentrate on building coherent information systems and middleware services, they expect mailing list services to integrate well within this rich framework.

Sympa is an outcome of the CRU investments to provide a mailing list software that would meet the needs of French universities. Sympa has evolved to become an international open source project, now adopted by more than 5,000 sites worldwide, with a very active user community, especially among higher education institutions.

Universities have shown that, using Sympa, they can build a professional mailing list service that copes well with their large student populations. Sympa is designed in order to delegate responsibilities, thereby providing better control for administrators and lower the administration tasks. Efforts have been done to fulfil security needs regarding user authentication and authorization through connectors with common Single Sign-On systems and integration of cryptographic technologies.

Integration between the mailing list service and the institutions’ information systems goes from the middleware layers up to the user interface. Dynamic mailing lists allow building mailing lists mapped with the groups defined in the LDAP directory. The mailing list web interface can be customized...
through a set of templates. Mailing list features can be integrated within the institution’s web portal thanks to a Sympa SOAP server.

Sympa provides standard mailing list features with advanced MIME support, along with other web-based services for end users. The web interface is built as a central service for list members, list owners and listmasters. Users can browse the list archive, share documents with other list members, subscribe to list RSS feeds; list owners can create and configure their mailing lists; listmasters can activate new lists and manage virtual hosts.

We will first describe the most original features that Sympa provides. Then we will concentrate on the way to integrate a mailing list service within your organization. Eventually we’ll browse the possibilities that Sympa offers for high demanding services.

2.- End user services

2.1.- User interfaces

One of the main characteristics of Sympa is to offer 3 integrated interfaces (email, web and SOAP). Most functionalities are provided through both email and web interface; the later being more adapted to advanced groupware needs, it includes additional services such as a message web archive, list creation and configuration, shared documents and RSS feeds. Authentication methods are therefore adapted to each user interface: challenge passwords and S/MIME for the mail interface, user/password or Single Sign-On on the web interface. The SOAP interface currently provides a limited set of features with adapted authentication mechanisms (standard user/password, CAS proxy authentication or trusted applications).

2.2.- The shared document repository

Let’s go beyond describing traditional mailing list features to focus on the original document sharing functionality. List owners can open a shared document repository through the web interface. This lightweight file sharing tool is very useful to working group types of mailing lists that do not have other places to gather documents of interest for the group. The main benefit users get from mixing mailing list and document sharing is to enforce access control to sections of the document repository for list members. For example, given a set of documents, teachers can grant read access to their students, whereas themselves will have editing privileges on those documents.

2.3.- List administration through the web interface

While basic mailing list software require sysadmin privileges to perform list administration tasks, Sympa gives a complete autonomy to list owners through the web interface, thus decreasing the burden of the listmaster. The web administration panel allows list owners to manage list members, define privileges for user functionalities (subscription, message submission, member review, archive browsing, document editing...), customize service messages, add new list owners, etc. All of these administration possibilities can be restricted or extended by the listmaster himself, to keep control over the mailing list service at a global level.
3.- Integration with your information system

3.1.- LDAP-based mailing lists

Connecting the mailing list server and your LDAP directory is probably the most interesting aspect for universities. User profiles and user groups are defined in the LDAP directory and a mailing list server also aims at defining groups for messaging purpose. Sympa allows defining mailing list members through an LDAP filter, thus ensuring that these mailing lists map the exact same group of users. For example, you could build such a dynamic mailing list that gathers all students studying mathematics, their teachers being defined as list moderators. These inclusions of LDAP groups, once defined, are automatically updated by the Sympa server; multiple data sources can be mixed for a single list, including SQL queries, flat files, other mailing lists, etc.

3.2.- List families

Although dynamic lists of members save list owners maintaining lists up to date manually, useful mailing lists still need to be created, named appropriately and configured. Sympa offers an interesting mechanism to create a set of lists automatically, using a common template that is instantiated (“list families” in Sympa terminology). Data used for the instantiation are expected to be an XML format file, typically collected from the LDAP directory structure or any other data source. Mailing lists belonging to a “family” keep a relationship with the family definition, which allows to update those lists when templates or the set of data evolve. The update process will respect list owner’s customizations, as long as it respects the new family rules. Let’s give some common examples of list families: lists family for students in each course, list family for students of each faculty, list family for staff belonging to each service.

3.3.- The Sympa SOAP server

When SOAP features where introduced in Sympa, they first aimed at allowing university web portals to include information about user list membership. Using web services would provide a safer and secured way to access information from the mailing list server. The SOAP server was later extended to use Sympa authentication backends from within other services. Latest SOAP features allow to trigger list creation and other list administration tasks; these were introduced to help integrating Drupal CMS and Sympa. The SOAP interface is currently used to connect Sympa with DokuWiki, Uportal, Drupal and a few other web applications.

4.- A professional software solution

4.1.- Scalability

Scalability is an important concern in higher education software environments, as they have a large student population to cope with. Applied to the mailing list topic, this means a) mailing lists with lots of members and b) lots of mailing lists mapped with the complex course organization. To meet these needs, Sympa delegates data storage to a relational database; supported backends are MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQLite, Oracle and Sybase. LDAP-based and list families functionality also help maintaining a coherent mailing list service in spite of such large volumes. Universities that do not
have a flat organization will draw part of the Sympa virtual hosting feature that allows to run a cluster of mailing list services on a single server.

4.2.- Light administration

Sympa is designed in order to delegate responsibilities at each role level: listmaster, list owner, list moderator. Listmasters are in charge of activating mailing lists and they can define their default behavior. List owners are managing list members (subscription moderation, removal, user assistance) and may configure the list parameters, whereas list moderators are responsible for the contents (mail moderation, mail archive management). This hierarchical organization makes it possible for a single listmaster to manage a large mailing list service. The usual problem for list owners being bounce (non delivery reports) management, Sympa does automatic bounce management (this includes collecting and analysis of bounces and removal of members that can not be contacted).

4.3.- Security

While most mailing lists do not require more than trusting the From SMTP header field for message submission, other mailing lists or other services require stronger authentication methods. The standard challenge/response mechanism can be configured on a per mailing list basis to authenticate mail submission or mail commands. Stronger authentication can also be based on S/MIME signature; encrypted S/MIME processing has also been implemented in Sympa. The web interface can also be secured when user identification is required (usability for anonymous users is still preserved). Web authentication backends include the most Sympa’s native password management, along with LDAP-based authentication and Single Sign-On. Sympa can delegate user authentication to the most widely used Single Sign-On systems: CAS, Shibboleth, PAPI, Pubcookie, Feide.

Besides authentication, authorization is a central piece of Sympa’s architecture, thanks to the so-called “authorization scenarios”. An authorization scenario can be defined for each list, and for each function of the list; authorization will be enforced the same way whatever Sympa interface is used (mail, web, SOAP). A scenario is made of rules; each rule defines an applying condition, an authentication method and an action. Given its extensibility, this authorization mechanism allows listmasters to define original behaviors such as anti-spam filtering, customized behavior for local IPs, conditional moderation based on contents, privileges based on LDAP filters.

5.- Future of the project

Because the project started within the French higher education community, Sympa is widely used among French universities, schools and other institutions (ministries of education, culture, finance, foreign affairs, defence). But thanks to the internationalization effort that has been carried out, it has been adopted by foreign universities (United States, Australia, Canada, Germany, Italy, Spain…) as well as ISPs and large companies.

Support on the software is provided by a very active user community that also contributes to Sympa evolutions by adding connectors or extensions for third party services. The CRU is also maintaining a list of companies world-wide that do commercial support on Sympa.

Over the last years, Sympa has proven to adapt very well to new needs from universities including S/MIME (2001), LDAP (2002), Shibboleth (2003), SOAP (2003), RSS (2005). The CRU, which is actively developing and promoting new middleware technologies in France, will carry on this work of
adapting Sympa to university infrastructures. A list of desirable new features is maintained on www.sympa.org; here is the selection of those that might be first introduced:

- a statistics panel for list owners;
- custom member data to allow provisioning of additional members information through Sympa web interface;
- support for alternative user email addresses;
- DKIM support for message sender authentication;
- adaptations for cluster architectures;
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